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iring in nanopores and its
application in direct electron transfer biofuel cells†

Alexander Trifonov, Andreas Stemmer and Ran Tel-Vered *

A synthetic enzymatic activity in nanopores leading to the direct fabrication of modified electrodes

applicable as biosensors and/or biofuel cell elements is reported. We demonstrate the heterogeneous

enzymatic implanting of platinum nanoclusters, PtNCs, in glucose oxidase, GOx, immobilized on

mesoporous carbon nanoparticles, MPCNP-modified surface. As the pores confine the growth of the

clusters, the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly becomes electrically wired to the matrix, demonstrating

direct electron transfer, DET, bioelectrocatalytic properties that correlate with the applied duration of

synthesis and cluster size. This inside-out nanocluster growth from the cofactor to the matrix is

investigated and further compared to a reversed outside-in strategy which follows the electrochemical

deposition of the Pt clusters inside the pores and their electrically induced expansion towards the FAD

center of the enzyme. While the inside-out and outside-in methodologies provide, for the first time,

synthetic bidirectional direct wiring routes of an enzyme to a surface, we highlight an asymmetry in the

wiring efficiency associated with the different assemblies. The results indicate the existence of a shorter

gap between the FAD cofactor and the PtNCs in the enzymatically implanted assembly, resulting in

elevated bioelectrocatalytic currents, lower overpotential, and a higher turnover rate, 2580 e� s�1. The

implanted assembly is then coupled to a bilirubin oxidase-adsorbed MPCNP cathode to yield an all-DET

biofuel cell. Due to the superior electrical contact of the inside-out-synthesized anode, this cell

demonstrates enhanced discharge potential and power outputs as compared to similar systems

employing electrochemically synthesized outside-in-grown PtNC-GOx/MPCNPs or even GOx-modified

MPCNPs diffusionally mediated by ferrocenemethanol.
Introduction

Due to its attractive characteristics to bioelectronics, direct
electron transfer (DET)-based enzymatic electrocatalysis has
been a focus of intensive research in recent years.1,2 The current
realization of challenges and opportunities lying ahead in the
eld of bioelectronics,3–6 as well as rapid progress in the elds of
material science and nanotechnology,7–9 fuels the pursuing of
novel direct charge transfer pathways to be implemented in
third generation biosensors and enzymatic biofuel cells. DET is
indeed benecial for such applications from various practical
standpoints. One apparent advantage of DET stems from
avoiding the usage of electron relay units in mediating the
charge transport between the electrode surface and the redox
cofactors buried in the insulated interior of protein structures.10

The mediator units, occasionally employed as diffusional relays
added to the electrolyte solution,11–13 interfere with the frequent
practical requirement for an integrative design of the assembly
äumerstrasse 4, CH-8803 Rüschlikon,

tion (ESI) available. See DOI:

hemistry 2019
as they freely travel in the electrolyte or may leak out from
a hosting surface. These problems consequently limit the
applicability of diffusive mediators in implanted devices due to
potential health hazards. Alternative methodologies to mediate
redox enzymes with molecular relays include their tailoring to
the protein backbone of the enzymes,14–16 which is oen found
to degrade the natural activity of biocatalysts through inicting
severe changes to their tertiary structure. Other studies
employed contact adsorption and/or electrochemical deposi-
tion to co-immobilize redox enzymes, molecular relays, and
metallic nanoparticles, yielding effective bioelectrocatalysis.17–20

Frequently used are also redox active mediators which are
graed onto and/or constitute repetitive monomeric units in
polymer hydrogels.21–23 While the surface concentration of the
relaying species in such assemblies is relatively high, these
systems are prone to diffusional limitations of the enzymatic
substrates and their products, hindering the charge transport
and affecting the performance of the electrocatalysis. In
contrast, DET bioelectrocatalysis features mediatorless inte-
grated assemblies that facilitate a typically seamless transfer of
biocatalyzed electrons between enzymatic cofactors and current
collectors. While the implementation of these DET wiring
paradigms is still limited to specic redox enzymes,1,2,10 efforts
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356 | 347
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are made to extend the existing synthetic routes in order to
explore a broader spectrum of analytes and fuels for biosensors
and biofuel cell applications, respectively.

To date, the majority of the studies demonstrating DET
bioelctrocatalytic transformations have used conductive nano-
materials to modify current collector surfaces, on which
respective redox enzymes were then immobilized. Using this
methodology, DET was reported on metallic nanoparticles,24–26

metal oxides,27,28 conducting polymers and related
substances,29–31 or composite materials.32,33 Frequently used are
also carbonaceous nanostructures including nanotubes,34–36

nanoparticles,37,38 graphene,39,40 and others,41–44 on which
several specic enzymes show long range electron transfer upon
direct adsorption.45,46 Somewhat harder to execute is the
reconstitution method47–49 which involves an initial separation
of the redox cofactor from the native enzymatic protein shell,
followed by its attachment to an electrically conducting nano-
unit (or a molecular relay in the case of non-DET supporting
assemblies). Under these conditions, the apo-enzyme, that is
the protein shell lacking the cofactor, becomes an optimally
linkable enzymatic unit which can be further functionalized to
electrode surfaces providing the shortest possible path for
electron transfer.

Recently, several new synthetic approaches to induce DET
have been proposed. In one,50 a mesoporous carbon nano-
particle, MPCNP, electrode was used as a host matrix to plat-
inum ions which were entrapped and enzymatically capped in
the pores of the nanoparticles. Following the application of
a reductive potential on the surface PtNCs were formed, facili-
tating, in the presence of glucose oxidase, GOx, as the enzymatic
cap, a DET glucose oxidation bioelectrocatalytic pathway. In
different studies, Au,51 or Pt,52 nanoclusters, NCs, were enzy-
matically grown near the FAD cofactor of glutathione reductase
or GOx, respectively. The hybrids were then tailored to conduc-
tive surfaces to reveal direct bioelectrocatalytic currents. In
contrast to them, we present a heterogeneous inside-out enzy-
matically catalyzed synthetic step which generates electronically
conductive nanoclusters extending from the vicinity of the redox
site of an enzyme towards its pore-conned host matrix.
Through the entrapment of PtCl6

2� ions and glucose inside the
pores of the MPCNP-modied glassy carbon, GC, surface and
their capping with GOx, we demonstrate the surface-localized
time-dependent anaerobic enzymatic growth of a PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP-modied GC anodic composite assembly. The inti-
mate contact formed between the clusters and the interior of the
conning pores leads to an electrically conductive path between
the FAD cofactor and the underlying carbonaceous matrix, and
thus to effective DET bioelectrocatalysis towards glucose oxida-
tion. This phenomenon is mechanistically investigated and
compared to the outside-in electrochemical synthetic approach,
highlighting the shorter tunneling gap generated between the
surface-localized, enzymatically grown PtNCs and the FAD
center. The kinetically and thermodynamically enhanced elec-
trocatalytic features evidenced by the implanted PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP assembly are then reected through the construction
and discharge of an all-DET biofuel cell that uses bilirubin
oxidase-adsorbed MPCNPs as a cathode.
348 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356
Results and discussion

Platinum nanoclusters, PtNCs, were enzymatically grown inside
glucose oxidase immobilized to mesoporous carbon nano-
particles, MPCNP-modied glassy carbon electrodes. This
methodology promoted a time-controlled enzymatic reaction in
which pore-entrapped glucose was oxidized by the pore-capping
GOx, concurrently with the reduction of pore-containing plat-
inum ions to metallic clusters and regeneration of the reduced
redox active center of the enzyme, FADH2, back to its oxidized
FAD state. The growthmechanism of the platinum nanoclusters
is described in eqn (1) and (2). The rst reaction is GOx-
catalyzed and yields the reduced avin cofactor, FADH2,
acting as a strong reducing agent (EFADH2/FAD � �0.43 V vs. Ag/
AgCl at pH ¼ 7.0). At this negative thermodynamic value, the
FADH2 drives the chemical reduction of the platinum ions (E� <
+0.48 V vs. Ag/AgCl, through the PtCl4

2� intermediate), eqn (2),
to form a nanometric metal cluster which extends from the
vicinity of the cofactor to the nanopore.

Glucose + FAD + H2O / FADH2 + gluconic acid (1)

2FADH2 + PtCl6
2� / 2FAD + Pt0 + 4H+ + 6Cl� (2)

As the growth stage is performed under nearly anaerobic
conditions in which O2, the natural acceptor of GOx, is elimi-
nated from the system through extensive N2 purging, eqn (2)
becomes favorable over eqn (3), and the PtCl6

2� ions act as the
sole acceptor of the FADH2 electrons.

FADH2 + O2 / FAD + H2O2 (3)

Following the synthetic stage, the total protein content of
GOx on the modied MPCNPmatrix was evaluated by a series of
colorimetric assays, see Fig. S1† and details in the Experimental
section, yielding a surface coverage of 3.5 � 0.2 � 10�10 mol
mg�1 MPCNPs. The assays further facilitated the determination
of the enzymatic activity of the surface-bound GOx to be 88 �
3% of the native enzyme in solution.

The enzymatic generation of the PtNC-implanted GOx
assembly on the MPCNPs, PtNC@GOx/MPCNPs, was initially
probed by STEM imaging. Following the enzymatic growth, the
samples were gently peeled off of the GC surface, dispersed in
solution and loaded onto TEM grids. Fig. 1 exemplies the
resulting images obtained for PtNC@GOx/MPCNP samples
grown for 15 and 60 minutes. As can be seen, in both of the
cases an abundance of Pt nanoclusters is evident on the surface
of the carbon nanoparticles. Through a systematic analysis of
the nanocluster sizes collected from several imaged samples, we
determined the size distribution histograms shown in the
gure. Evidently, the 4-fold increase in the duration of the
synthesis yielded an increased mean diameter of the PtNCs and
led to a broader distribution of particle sizes.

It should be noted that in parallel to these experiments,
attempts to synthesize the PtNCs for 60 minutes in the
absence of the glucose substrate, or by replacing GOx with the
redox-inactive albumin enzymatic cap, yielded no metallic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 1 (A) Left: a STEM image corresponding to the 15 minutes
enzymatically inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly. Right:
a histogram based on the analysis of multiple STEM images, showing
the size distribution of the PtNCs in the 15 minutes enzymatically
grown assembly. (B) The same as (A) but for a 60 minutes grown
assembly. In all cases the particle size was rounded to the closest
mentioned value in the histogram.
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nanoclusters on the carbonaceous supports, Fig. S2(A) and (B),
ESI.† Fig. S3† depicts a STEM image corresponding to a cluster
of PtNC@GOx hybrids synthesized in solution for 60 minutes
and loaded onto the TEM grid. Evidently, within this growth
time-interval and in the absence of the spatial connement
imposed by the pores, the PtNCs may be further enlarged, to
diameters exceeding 20 nm.

As the composition of the PtNCs was locally veried during
the imaging stage using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy,
we have also scanned the voltammetric responses of the
resulting PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrodes in 0.2 MH2SO4 to trace
down the presence of metallic platinum, Fig. S4.† Evidently,
when glucose was deliberately excluded from the pores during
the preparation stage, no signicant faradaic response was
observed, curve (a). Upon incorporation of the substrate into the
pores and increasing the duration of the synthesis from 15 to 60
minutes, a buildup of amperometric responses is evident at
potentials E < 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. This region, typically governed
by the adsorption and desorption of hydrogen atoms prior and
following the Pt0-catalyzed proton reduction reaction, PRR, eqn
(4),53 seemed to be broadened and lacking/masking some of the
distinctive adsorption peaks.

2H+ + 2e� / H2 (Pt catalyzed) (4)

As the strong voltammetric responses for H2 evolution, at E <
�0.23 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and consequential desorption band, at ca.
E ¼ �0.2 V, are clearly evident, they provide a spectral nger-
print for the presence of the platinum clusters. We relate the
broadening effect to the high concentration of Cl� ions locally
released during the chemical stage of the growth, eqn (2). The
ions strongly adsorb on the surface of the Pt0, thus interfering
with the single crystal contribution(s) of the H adsorption/
desorption state(s), an effect that has been previously
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
described.54,55 The increased content of Pt0 with the growth time
is predominantly indicated by the increase in the amperometric
H desorption response, Fig. S4,† curves (b) and (c). The inte-
gration of the charge associated with this process allowed the
estimation of the loading of the metal on the surface, which
corresponds to 7.2 nmol Pt per mg MPCNPs following 1 hour of
synthesis. Interestingly, this loading is ca. 5 times higher than
the one observed for the 15 minutes grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP
assembly, in a good correlation with their relative surface areas
estimated from the STEM histogram in Fig. 1, assuming perfect
spherical shapes. Also, using the weighted average particle size
from the histograms in Fig. 1, and the surface loading of both
GOx and the PtNCs, a molar ratio of 5 : 1 GOx : PtNC was
determined. The excess of GOx is explained on the grounds of
the distribution of the enzyme units over the MPCNP surface.
Orientations in which the FAD centers are not aligned towards
or close enough to the nanopores, where the nanocluster
formation takes place, are expected to lead to unreacted GOx.
Two important conclusions can also be derived from the
observed voltammograms: (i) in all cases the enzymatically
implanted PtNCs were large enough to exhibit bulk electrical
conductivity,56 in agreement with their STEM-evaluated sizes,
and (ii) under the conditions employed, the enzymatically
grown PtNCs support the formation of a direct electrical contact
with the carbonaceous matrix, apparently due to spatial
connements over the direction of their growth inside the pores
of the MPCNP matrix. Furthermore, the coulometric responses
allowed us to follow the time-dependent growth of the PtNCs,
Fig. S5.† The clearly evident monotonic increase in the growth
rate is attributed to the gradually elevated surface area available
for the reduction of the remaining platinum ions in the pores. It
should also be noted at this point that the duration of the
syntheses was technically limited by the ow rates of N2

employed for drying up the samples. As the minimal distance
between one of the two FAD centers of the GOx and the outer
periphery of the enzyme shell is commonly believed to be 14.1
Å,57,58 a question may be raised regarding the feasibility of the
smaller clusters, associated with the 15 minutes synthesis, to
become attached to the carbon terminal of the nanopore. The
indiscernible onset potential observed for the PRR with both
the 60 and 15 minutes grown PtNCs suggests however the
existence of a direct contact between the Pt and C terminals,
supporting minimal or no overpotential for shuttling the elec-
trons over possible insulating gaps. We thus speculate that the
observed current responses in the presence of the smaller
clusters rely on the existence of a tunneling gap at the other
terminal, namely between the FAD redox site and the PtNCs. As
the diameters of PtCl6

2� and glucose are comparable, no steric
effect hindering the accessibility of the ions to the cofactor is
expected. Nevertheless, the presence of the negatively charged
glutamic acid, Glu412, as one of the three amino acids (together
with the neutrally charged His516 and His559) intimately
involved in the direct catalytic process of the glucose oxidation
on GOx,59,60 and the distribution of other negatively charged
amino acids along the diffusion path of PtCl6

2� to the FAD site
(GOx isoelectric point 4.2) are expected to contribute to the
electrostatic separation of the cluster from the cofactor. The
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356 | 349
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Fig. 2 (A) Bioelectrocatalytic currents recorded on a 60 minutes
inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly in the presence of:
(a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40, (f) 50, and (g) 60 mM glucose. (B)
Cyclic voltammograms showing the current responses obtained upon
testing different electrode assemblies in the presence of 60 mM
glucose: (a) 60 minutes grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNPs. Curves (b)–(d)
demonstrate attempts to synthesize the PtNC@GOx/MPCNPs while
excluding either glucose, curve (b), or PtCl6

2� ions from the pores,
curve (c), or by replacing GOx with albumin, curve (d). (e) Attempt to
synthesize the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly in an O2-saturated
electrolyte. (f) Electrochemically grown PtNCs inside albumin-capped
MPCNPs. Curve (g) corresponds to a MPCNP-modified electrode on
which solution phase-synthesized PtNC@GOx was deposited and
crosslinked. (C) Calibration curves corresponding to the DET elec-
trocatalytic currents obtained, in the presence of the indicated glucose
concentrations at E ¼ 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, by different PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP assemblies grown for: (a) 15, (b) 30, (c) 45, (d) 60, and (e) 90
minutes. (D) Dependence of the bioelectrocatalytic currents at E ¼
0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl and in the presence of 60mM glucose on the growth
time-interval. All measurements were performed in a HEPES buffer
(0.1 M, pH ¼ 7.0) at a scan rate of 10 mV s�1. Error bars correspond to
a set of 4 experiments.
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gap, which indirectly facilitates the protruding of the clusters
from the enzyme's exterior to come into contact with the
MPCNPs, will next be shown to play an important role in
explaining the bioelectrocatalytic responses of the PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP assembly during the direct oxidation of glucose.

As the PtNCs are grown by an enzymatic deposition process
in the vicinity of the reduced cofactor, it is expected that the
metal nanoclusters formed through this process will become
electrically wired to the redox active sites. Thus, combined with
the electrical contact observed in Fig. S4† between the metal
cluster and the GC collector (via the MPCNP matrix), a conduc-
tive path for direct electron transfer (DET) bioelectrocatalysis is
allegedly formed in the system. To test this assumption, we
conducted a series of measurements monitoring the ampero-
metric responses of the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrodes grown
for different times during exposure to variable concentrations
of glucose. Fig. 2(A) exemplies the cyclic voltammograms ob-
tained with a 60 minutes-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrode.
As can be seen, bioelectrocatalytic currents starting at an onset
voltage of E > �0.08 V vs. Ag/AgCl are observed and increase as
the concentration of the substrate in the system is gradually
elevated. Near the onset of catalysis, a small shoulder-like peak,
extending up to ca. 0.0 V, is also detected. We will shortly
discuss the possible origins of this peak. Fig. 2(B) depicts the
bioelectrocatalytic responses of the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP elec-
trode, curve (a), as compared to a set of control electrode
assemblies, all tested in the presence of 60 mM glucose in the
electrolyte. The bioelectrocatalytic oxidation current is attrib-
uted to the direct electron transfer process on the electrode
described in eqn (5), regenerating the cofactor of GOx for
continuous enzymatic glucose oxidation.

FADH2 / FAD + 2H+ + 2e� (on the electrode) (5)

The diminished catalytic responses evidenced by curves (b)–
(f) indicate that only the combined presence of glucose, PtCl6

2�

ions, and glucose oxidase during the synthetic stage yields the
catalytic PtNC implanted assembly necessary for the DET bio-
electrocatalysis. Synthetic attempts to grow the cluster under
saturated O2 conditions further resulted in a diminished
current response due to the competing effect of the oxygen
acceptor over the electrons provided by the reduced FADH2

cofactor at the synthesis stage. This led to the destructive
pathway for the formation of Pt0 atoms as described in eqn (3).
The minor, sole contribution of PtNCs to the electrocatalysis
was also demonstrated by the application of a negative potential
to reduce platinum ions entrapped in the pores by the electro-
chemically inert enzyme albumin. The lack of an amperometric
response by the PtNCs themselves indicates that the bio-
electrocatalysis, in contrast to electrocatalysis, is the primary
source for the catalytic glucose oxidation in our system. The use
of an electrochemical PtNCs synthesis will be further explored
later, in conjunction with GOx, as a comparative methodology
to the enzymatic growth. Curve (g) in Fig. 2(B) depicts an
additional experiment according to which a PtNC was implan-
ted in GOx in solution without the connement of the pores.52
350 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356
Following the solution phase growth of PtNC@GOx hybrids, they
were allowed to adsorb on a MPCNP-modied GC surface, and
chemically crosslinked to form a stable structure. It should be
noted that the content of the active GOx in both the pore
conned and surface adsorbed PtNC@GOx/MPCNP systems was
fairly similar and showed, upon a spectroscopic assay, less than
11% variability. The signicantly lower bioelectrocatalytic
current revealed for the adsorbed PtNC@GOx system highlights
the more intimate (superior electrical) Pt/C contact and/or the
larger Pt/C contact surface area generated by the pore-conned
surface-localized growth of the clusters.

By testing the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assemblies grown for
different time intervals, we assessed the size-dependent effects
on the bioelectrocatalysis. Fig. 2(C) depicts the calibration
curves corresponding to the different PtNC@GOx/MPCNP
electrodes which were grown for variable time-intervals (raw
data presented in Fig. S6, ESI†). These results imply that even in
the presence of the smallest Pt nanoclusters obtainable under
the preparative constrictions, particles associated with tgrowth ¼
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Scheme 1 Illustrations corresponding to the suggested configurations
of (A) the inside-out enzymatically synthesized PtNC@GOx/MPCNP
electrode and (B) the outside-in electrochemically synthesized PtNC-
GOx/MPCNP electrode.
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15 minutes, a genuine DET current is obtained. Moreover,
a denitive increase in the DET bioelectrocatalysis is clearly
evident for electrodes consisting of clusters grown for longer
times. This is further visualized by the dependence of bio-
electrocatalytic saturation currents on the growth time shown in
Fig. 2(D) and the simultaneous increase in the turnover rate of
bioelectrocatalysis, Table S1.† As mentioned, the DET bio-
electrocatalysis is facilitated via the existence of an electroni-
cally conductive path between the FAD and the GC collector
which are wired through the PtNC implants and the MPCNP
scaffold. Looking at the catalytic current responses obtained by
the clusters grown for different times, Fig. S6,† we realize that
the bioelectrocatalytic onset potential, ca. E ¼ �0.08 V vs. Ag/
AgCl, remained constant, showing no variation with the
growth time. Further attempts to scan the potential from
considerably more negative potentials revealed a weak response
of the FAD cofactor near its expected thermodynamic potential
in pH ¼ 7.0, E

�
FAD=FADH2

¼ �0:43 V vs. Ag/AgCl, which was more
clearly observed in the differential pulse voltammograms, DPV,
shown in Fig. S7,† curve (a). The DPV response was found to be
insensitive to the glucose concentration in the system. These
observations indicate that while the cofactor is indeed electri-
cally wired to the surface, no direct bioelectrocatalysis occurs in
the absence of an applied overpotential, suggesting the exis-
tence of a short tunneling gap at the FAD/PtNC terminal.
Furthermore, the invariability in the onset potential of the
electrocatalytic currents with the growth time implies that for
all clusters the FAD-PtNC distance remained the same.
Combined with the amperometric observations from the H2SO4

scanning, Fig. S4,† we conclude that the PtNCs reach out from
the interior of the enzyme to yield a physical contact with the
interior of the MPCNPs. These concepts are visualized in
Scheme 1(A). It should be noted that the observations are in
agreement with the guidelines suggested by different recent
reports for a genuine DET in GOx-based bioelectronic
systems.61,62 Since we observe in our system (i) direct bio-
electrocatalytic oxidation currents that increase with the levels
of the substrate, (ii) no indirect catalytic reduction currents that
might arise due to contaminants, (iii) a relatively highMichaelis
constant, KM � 20 mM, and (iv) specicity to glucose and no
responses in its absence, we conclude that a real DET prevails in
our case.

While the physical contact between the PtNCs and the
carbonaceous matrix eliminates in all cases the need for
a further tunneling of the biocatalytic electrons at the Pt/carbon
terminal, no increase in the overpotential is required upon
using the smaller cluster electrodes. A related observation
focused on the effect of pH on the catalysis, Fig. S7(B).† In this
experiment the bioelectrocatalytic response of the 60 minutes
grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrode was tested in the presence
of glucose at three pHs. Upon gradually increasing the pH from
7.0 to 9.0, we observed a ca. �30 mV pH�1 potential shi in the
onset of catalysis. The potential shi correlates with the 2e�

transfer associated with the oxidation of glucose on one of the
two pH-sensitive FAD cofactor units associated with the dimeric
enzyme. Considering the spatial separation between the
subunits of the enzyme,63 this description correlates (not to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
scale) with the wiring scheme illustrated in Scheme 1(A). It
should also be noted that the intensities of the catalytic satu-
ration currents evident in the gure t the pH-induced redis-
tribution of the [FADH2]/[FAD

+] units on the surface. Based on
these observations, we attempt to explain the appearance of the
additional amperometric response that is clearly seen from
tgrowth $ 30 minutes in Fig. S6.† The response, in the region of E
¼ �0.1 to 0.0 V, is observed to be affected both by the presence
of the glucose substrate and also by pH, and thus may be linked
to the catalytic process. The direct dependence of the onset
voltage associated with the peak on the pH, Fig. S7(B),† leads us
to assume that this additional pre-catalytic signal originates
from a co-effect of the pH-sensitive FAD and the PtNCs on the
glucose oxidation. Such an effect may involve an initial
adsorption stage of the glucose substrate onto the PtNC surface
which is competitive with the presence of protons in the elec-
trolyte. Interestingly, this is also reected by the inverted
dependence of the catalytic peak current intensity, at E > 0.1 V,
on the pH, Fig. S7(B).† As the surface area of the PtNCs is
increased by prolonging the enzymatic deposition intervals,
more substrate molecules are adsorbed on the Pt nanoclusters
and become activated for oxidation by the electrically wired FAD
center of the GOx. This explains the relative increase in the size-
dependent bioelectrocatalytic responses shown in Fig. 2(C) and
(D). The kinetic aspects of the proposed mechanism, support-
ing these observations, are summarized in Scheme S1.† To
further validate the assumptions we have also performed
a comparative analysis, testing the current responses of both
the pre-catalytic and the catalysis peaks in the presence of
various concentrations of glucose, fructose, and their combi-
nations, Fig. S8.† The results indicate that the presence of
fructose, a weak interferent saccharide for GOx,64 in the system
hinders the development of both the pre-catalytic and catalytic
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356 | 351
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Fig. 3 (A) Cyclic voltammograms corresponding to bioelectrocatalytic
currents measured on (a) and (b) the electrochemically outside-in-
synthesized PtNC-GOx/MPCNP electrode and the enzymatically
inside-out-synthesized PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrode, respectively, in
the presence of 40 mM glucose, and (a0) and (b0) the electrodes in the
absence of glucose. (B) Calibration curves comparing the bio-
electrocatalytic currents, at E ¼ 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, generated by (a) the
outside-in electrochemically synthesized PtNC-GOx/MPCNP elec-
trode and (b) the inside-out enzymatically synthesized PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP electrode in the presence of variable concentrations of
glucose. Capacitance currents were subtracted from all curves.
Measurements were performed in a HEPES buffer (0.1 M, pH ¼ 7.0) at
a scan rate of 10 mV s�1.
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peaks, supporting the claim for an adsorption stage of glucose
on the PtNCs prior to the bioelectrocatalytic process.

The enzymatically implanted PtNC@GOx/MPCNP electrode
was then compared to another catalytic assembly showing
a pore-conned generation of PtNCs in MPCNPs and commu-
nicating direct electron transfer from GOx to a GC collector,
Scheme 1(B). In contrast to the enzymatic synthesis approach
which promotes the inside-out growth of the PtNCs from the
vicinity of the enzymatic cofactor towards the MPCNP matrix,
here the nanoclusters are electrochemically deposited inside
the pores through the application of a reductive potential. By
modifying a previously reported study,50 we entrapped PtCl6

2�

ions in GOx-capped MPCNPs and reduced them directly to
metallic NCs through the application of a potential pulse, in
accord with eqn (6).

PtCl6
2� + 4e� / Pt0 + 6Cl� (on electrode) (6)

Following the outside-in electrochemical synthesis of the
NCs, the content of the active GOx in the assembly was spec-
troscopically assayed and was found to be similar, variance�1.8
� 10�11 mol mg�1 MPCNPs, to the case of the enzymatically
inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNPs. The similarity in the
active content of the biocatalyst in the two congurations
suggests that the GOx units were not unequally deformed
throughout the different preparative stages. A ca. 60% higher
content of Pt was also coulometrically revealed in the case of the
outside-in electrochemically synthesized assembly. Fig. 3(A)
compares the cyclic voltammograms obtained for the electro-
chemically grown, curves (a and a0) and enzymatically implan-
ted, curves (b and b0) assemblies, in the presence and the
absence of 40 mM glucose. While the electrochemically outside-
in-grown PtNC-GOx/MPCNP assembly shows a DET bio-
electroatalysis starting from an onset potential of ca. 0.2 V, the
overpotential required for glucose oxidation on the enzymati-
cally synthesized inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP matrix
is more than 200 mV lower. A comparative testing of various
concentrations of the substrate on both electrodes is shown in
the calibration curves presented in Fig. 3(B), indicating a 5-fold
difference in the current responses measured at E¼ 0.5 V vs. Ag/
AgCl in the higher glucose concentration regime. Due to a lack
of sufficient overpotential to drive the electron transfer in the
outside-in-grown system, this ratio is sharply increased at scan
potentials closer to the onset potential of bioelectrocatalysis of
this assembly. From the saturation currents and the surface
coverage values estimated for GOx in each of the cases, turnover
rates of ca. 2580 e� s�1 and 855 e� s�1 were estimated for the
enzymatically and electrochemically synthesized electrodes,
respectively, see the Experimental section for further details.

The differences in the DET bioelectrocatalysis performance
and their correlation with the preparative procedures are
explained on the grounds of the relative distances between the
wired FAD center of the GOx and the PtNCs, reecting the
directionality of the two synthetic routes. As the inside-out
enzymatic synthesis of the metallic clusters is believed to
occur from the electrostatically controlled minimal tunneling
gap separating the cluster from the FAD site, a shorter FAD/
352 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356
PtNC distance is expected in this case as compared to the
outside-in electrochemical growth. The latter synthetic process
is initiated at the interior of the carbon pore allowing the Pt
nanocluster to extend, among other possible directions,
towards the FAD. As the rate of electron transfer correlates with
the gap distances between the cofactor and the nanocluster, in
accord with Marcus theory,65 a favorable wiring is expected for
the enzymatically inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP
assembly. A further support for these observations is revealed
by the DPV scanning of the electrochemically synthesized
assembly around the redox region of the FAD, Fig. S7(A),† curve
(b). As can be seen, while the electrochemically synthesized
electrode also demonstrates a direct electronic access to the
redox responsive cofactor, the signal obtained in this case is
considerably smaller as compared to the enzymatically grown
PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly. The smaller response is further
associated with a positive voltage shi of ca. 35 mV from the
thermodynamic potential. While this shi is smaller than the
difference in the overpotential for bioelectrocatalysis observed
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 4 (A) Polarization curves corresponding to the discharge of (a) the
inside-out enzymatically synthesized, 90 minutes grown, PtNC@GOx/
MPCNPs//BOD/MPCNP biofuel cell, (b) the outside-in electrochemi-
cally synthesized PtNC-GOx/MPCNPs//BOD/MPCNP biofuel cell, and
(c) the FcMe-entrapped, GOx-capped MPCNPs//BOD/MPCNP biofuel
cell. (B) The power outputs associated with the discharge of the cells
presented in (A). The cells were discharged versus different constant
external resistances in an O2-saturated HEPES buffer (0.1 M, pH ¼ 7.0)
containing 60 mM glucose.
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for the two assemblies, it provides an additional indication for
the larger gap existing between the PtNCs and the redox
cofactor in the electrochemically grown system, a barrier that
evidently affects the shuttling of the bioelectrocatalyzed
electrons.

As the favorable characteristics of the inside-out enzymati-
cally implanted PtNCs@GOx system may potentially be imple-
mented for the sensing of glucose, we have also decided to test
its applicability for the generation of electrical power through
the construction of an all-DET biofuel cell. To this end, we
employed a cathode consisting of directly adsorbed bilirubin
oxidase, BOD, on MPCNPs, operating in the absence of any
mediating relay units, Fig. S9(A).† The content of the BOD on
the surface corresponded to 4.6 � 10�11 mol mg�1 MPCNPs,
with an enzymatic activity reaching ca. 92% of the solubilized
free biocatalyst. Similarly to other members of the multicopper
oxidase family, BOD has been previously shown to support DET
bioelectrocatalysis upon adsorption on different carbonaceous
nanostructured substances, supposedly due to interactions
between its hydrophobic pocket engulng the redox active T1
blue copper site and the matrices.45,46 Following the adsorption
of the enzyme on the MPCNP matrix and its chemical cross-
linking, the BOD/MPCNPs demonstrated, in the presence of the
O2 substrate, Fig. S9(B),† a DET bioelectrocathodic current that
follows the reaction described in eqn (7).

O2 + 4H+ + 4e� / 2H2O (7)

The onset of the electrocatalytic response is clearly evident at
E ¼ 0.50 V vs. Ag/AgCl. As the turnover rate in the case of the
PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly, 2580 e� s�1, is over 4 times
higher than the electron exchange rate between GOx and its
native O2 acceptor,66 the anodic response is expected to be inert
to the presence of the O2 oxidizer required for the operation of
the BOD/MPCNP cathode. We have further veried this experi-
mentally and observed only a minor, less than a 5%, decrease in
the bioelectrocatalytic current upon testing the PtNC@GOx/
MPCNP assembly for glucose oxidation under O2-saturated
conditions. Encouraged by these results, we combined the
anodic inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP and cathodic
BOD/MPCNP assemblies into a mediatorless, all-DET biofuel
cell. Fig. 4(A) and (B), curves (a), respectively depict the
discharge voltage and power output obtained by the
PtNC@GOx/MPCNPs//BOD/MPCNP cell upon its discharge over
variable external resistances. An open circuit potential of nearly
600 mV is evident, reecting the difference between the onset
potential for catalysis by the two electrode assemblies. The
discharge was accompanied by a maximal power output of 45
mW cm�2, peaking at a current density of 105 mA cm�2. These
discharge characteristics are comparable to those of other bio-
fuel cells based on mesoporous carbon substances,67–71 and
especially to those of systems which employ DET pathways,
Table S2.† It should be noted that no further optimization was
performed prior to the discharge, suggesting that the perfor-
mance can be further elevated for example by tuning the
discharge temperature or by synthetically increasing the PtNC
size, as well as by other means occasionally reported to enhance
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the charge transfer in biofuel cells, such as introducing
convection to the cell. To highlight the inherent advantages of
the enzymatically implanted metallic NC methodology, we have
further compared this biofuel cell to two related assemblies. In
one, curves (b), the anode consisted of the electrochemically
outside-in-synthesized PtNCs-GOx/MPCNPs, while in the other,
curves (c), the anode employed ferrocenemethanol, FcMe, as
a diffusional relay unit mediating the enzymatic charge transfer
in the system. The latter conguration, depicted in Fig. S10(A),†
was based on the entrapment of FcMe species in the GOx-
capped MPCNPs, and yielded the bioelectrocatalytic currents
shown in Fig. S10(B).† During the GOx-catalyzed oxidation of
glucose, the electrode potential is scanned positively to generate
ferrocenyl cation ions FcMe+ which, following their pore
conned diffusion to the enzymatic redox site, become reduced
by the FADH2 cofactor.72–74 A regeneration of GOx activity is thus
accompanied by the FcMe/FcMe+-mediated bioelectrocatalytic
oxidative current according to eqn (8) and (9) that follow eqn (1).

Glucose + FcMe+ / gluconic acid + FcMe (on GOx) (8)

FcMe / FcMe+ + e� (on electrode) (9)

The comparative biofuel cell discharges indicate that the
superb electrical contact originating from the inside-out synthetic
approach leads to a favorable performance in terms of discharge
potential and power outputs as compared to both the outside-in
and the pore-conned diffusion methodologies. It should be
noted that a few GOx mediators exhibiting redox potentials more
negative than FcMe do exist,75,76 yet are unsuitable to act inside
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356 | 353
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the pores due to size and solubility limitations. Furthermore, as
the relay molecules are freely dissolved in the pore conned
electrolyte, they tend to leak out from the matrix with time, thus
effecting the long-term operation of the biofuel cell. Upon testing
the time-dependent production of power from the cells, both the
DET enzymatic and electrochemically synthesized PtNC systems
were able to sustain up to 80% of the initial maximal power for
several days, while the voltage/power characteristics of the FcMe-
based cell decayed to less than 50% within a single day of
continuous operation.
Experimental
Materials

N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), Naon™, peruorinated resin
solution (5% wt), mesoporous carbon nanoparticles (MPCNPs,
d < 500 nm, average pore size 6.4 nm), glucose oxidase (GOx,
Type-VII, from Aspergillus niger, 100 000 units per g), horseradish
peroxidase (HRP, Type VI-A), albumin (from human serum),
bilirubin oxidase (BOD, from Myrothecium verrucaria), potas-
sium hexachloroplatinate, glucose, fructose, polyvinylidene
uoride (PVDF), and 2,20-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS2�) were purchased
from Sigma.
Electrode preparation

A slurry was prepared by mixing 5 mg MPCNPs in 0.5 mL of
NMP containing 5 mM K2PtCl6 and 15 mM glucose. The slurry
was sonicated for 10 minutes using an ultrasonic bath. 20 mL
NMP containing 10% (w/w) PVDF was added to the slurry, and
the resulting suspension was stirred for an additional 20
minutes. Glassy carbon, GC, electrodes (d ¼ 3 mm, from ALS
company) were successively polished with 1.0 and 0.3 mm
alumina powder, and were further sonicated in water and
ethanol for 15 minutes. Four mL of the MPCNP suspension were
then placed on top of the clean GC surface and allowed to dry at
room temperature, yielding a non-functionalized “Type A”
electrode. Similarly, “Type B” electrodes lacking the glucose
substrate were prepared.

The enzymatically inside-out-grown PtNC@GOx/MPCNP
electrodes were prepared by rinsing the “Type A” electrodes in
water to remove any remains of surface-bound excess of glucose
and hexachloroplatinate, followed by drying in nitrogen for one
hour. Subsequently, 6 mL of HEPES buffer solution (0.1 M, pH
7.0) containing 0.1 mg mL�1 GOx were deposited on the surface,
and the electrode was allowed to dry in an enclosed chamber
exposed to a constant ow rate of N2 for a xed time interval that
determines the duration of the enzymatic synthesis. The enzyme
was crosslinked for 15 minutes using 2 mL of an aqueous solu-
tion containing 0.5 mg mL�1 bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate,
BS,3 and then covered by 3 mL peruorinated Naon™ solution
(0.5% wt). The resulting modied electrodes were dried at room
temperature and thoroughly rinsed in buffer solution to remove
any remains of non-reacted precursors from the system.

The electrochemically outside-in-grown PtNC-GOx/MPCNP
assembly was prepared by covering the “Type B” electrode
354 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 347–356
with 6 mL of GOx, 0.1 mg mL�1, which was followed by drying,
BS3-crosslinking, application of Naon™, redrying, and
washing as described above. The modied electrode was then
transferred to a three-electrode electrochemical cell connected
to a potentiostat, and a reduction potential corresponding to E
¼�0.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied for 10 seconds on its surface in
0.1 M HEPES buffer solution to reduce the metal ions at the
pores. It should be noted that attempts to increase the deposi-
tion time indicated no signicant effect on the electrode's bio-
electrocatalytic performance. Following the electrodeposition
process the electrode was washed thoroughly and allowed to dry
at room temperature.

For the experiments employing a solution phase synthesis
of PtNC@GOx assemblies, 3 mL of N2-purged HEPES
buffer solution (100 mM, pH 7.0) containing 5 mg mL�1 GOx,
5 mM K2PtCl6 and 20 mM glucose were gently stirred under
N2 for 60 minutes. The resulting PtNC@GOx hybrids were
puried through centrifugation using an Amicon Ultra 50 KD
lter.

Methods and instrumentation

Electrochemical measurements were performed using a Palm-
Sens 4 potentiostat. A Ag/AgCl and a carbon rod (d ¼ 5 mm)
were used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. UV/
visible spectroscopic measurements were performed on a Smart
Spec Plus spectrophotometer by Bio-Rad, using a quartz cuvette.
STEM images were taken on a Hitachi HD-2700 using a Z-
contrast detector. The STEM grids were loaded with aqueous
dispersions of the active materials that had been mechanically
removed from the electrode surfaces and vigorously stirred.
Particle size distribution was derived using ImageJ soware
analysis on the STEM images. The biofuel cells were discharged
against variable external resistances using a Keithley 2000
multimeter.

The estimation of the surface bound GOx was based on
a spectroscopic assay performed in a HEPES (0.1 M, pH ¼ 7.0)
solution. Different amounts of GOx were interacted with 25 mM
glucose in the presence of 20 nM HRP and 3.5 mM ABTS2�

under aerated conditions. Upon the GOx-catalyzed reduction of
O2 to H2O2, the peroxide acted as a substrate for the HRP, which
catalyzed its further reduction concurrently with oxidizing
ABTS2� to the colorful ABTSc� species (lmax ¼ 422 nm). The
measurements allowed the derivation of a calibration curve
correlating the absorbance of ABTSc� to the tested GOx
concentrations. By similarly assaying the absorbance of the
surface bound GOx associated with the different assemblies and
using the derived calibration curve, we estimated the surface
coverage of GOx on the electrode. It should be noted that the
assay assumes that the solubilized GOx activity does not change
upon adsorption to the MPCNP matrix.

The enzymatic turnover rates of electron transfer were
calculated,77 according to:

ket ¼ imax/nFAGeff (10)

where imax refers to the bioelectrocatalytic saturation current at
E ¼ 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, n is the number of electrons involved in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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the bioelectrocatalytic process, F is the Faraday constant, A is
the surface area of the electrode, and Geff is the effective surface
coverage corresponding to the loading of the active biocatalyst
on the electrode surface.
Conclusions

This study explores a new synthetic paradigm for the assembly
of bioelectronic elements (biosensors and biofuel cell elements)
which relies on enzymatic reduction of metal nanoclusters
inside the conned mesopores of a carbonaceous matrix. The
relatively close vicinity between the clusters grown and the FAD
redox active center of the GOX on one hand and the direct
electrical contact of the synthesized NCs with the interior of the
pore on the other yield an effective DET pathway to electro-
biocatalyze the oxidation of glucose. This was reected by the
uniquely high turnover rate of electrons, 2580 e� s�1, as well as
the negative onset of oxidation, E ¼ �0.08 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The
inside-out implanted PtNC@GOx/MPCNP assembly was
compared to another conguration facilitating DET in which
PtNCs were electrically grown outside-in towards the cofactor
inside the porous matrix. These two methods demonstrate
elegant bidirectional synthetic routes to achieve resembling, yet
different, direct electron transfer pathways for an enzyme
immobilized onto a conductive matrix. The comparison high-
lighted the existence of a shorter gap between the PtNCs and the
FAD center in the case of the enzymatic inside-out approach,
which drives a more facile DET bioelectrocatalytic process.
These features were further utilized in the construction of an
all-DET biofuel cell employing a BOD-modied MPCNP cathode
that supports the four electron direct reduction of oxygen.
Operated with the PtNC@GOx/MPCNP anode, the integrated
cell yielded a power output of 45 mW cm�2 prior to any opti-
mization process and in the absence of the frequently used
stirring conditions, optimized temperature, etc. Notably, this
electrical power was obtained in the absence of potentially
leaking diffusional mediators. It should also be emphasized
that the novelty of the suggested methodology stems from the
synthetic conjugation between enzymatic activity and nanopore
“reactors”, and also from the observation that a single hetero-
geneous step may be utilized to effectively yield DET-based
biosensing electrodes and biofuel cell elements. The conjuga-
tion between enzymes and nanopores may be further extended
to activate other biocatalysts and harness their respective
substrates in applications involving detection and/or energy
production.
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